Pre-Built Mobile Solutions for Enterprises

Kaonsoft Secure Mailbox Solution™ offers a complete messaging solution at a fraction of market’s best known email
system costs. Coupled with Kaonsoft DocConverter & Viewer, it provides a completely contained environment,
allowing for secure compliant communication means to connect you and your contacts. All messages and
attachments are encrypted and exchanged while staged in a standalone fashion, decoupled from existing corporate
email systems.

Boost
Productivity

Increase
Effectiveness

Secure
Documents

Improve
Engagement

Help employees perform
their jobs and access
corporate data anytime,
anywhere

Allow employees more
access and be responsive
using email on-the-go

Stage and maintain own
message repository, adding
an extra layer of data
protection

Offer real-time
communication and data
sharing with colleagues

Main Features

Secure Mailbox

Secure Doc Conversion

Keep messages and files staged
apart from other corporate email
systems with AES-256 encryption

Convert and encrypt attachments
on-the-fly. Only the DocViewer can
open the converted docs

Mailbox Features

Integration

Offer common features included
in most email systems including
inbox, write, reply, forward,
archive and more

Seamlessly integrate to a popular
email server such as Microsoft
Exchange, or any legacy system

Kaonsoft Secure Mailbox Solution

Main Features

Easy Conversion

Batch Process

Alerts & Notifications

Convert variety of document
formats such as MS Office,
spreadsheets, CAD, PDF and
images into encrypted data

Support batch processing for
multiple document conversions

Allow documents to be viewed
only on secured mobile devices
preventing screen captures

Multi-Channel Experience
 iOS, Android, Windows, and more
 Smart phones, tablets, and desktop web

Seamless Integrations
 Integration with any back-end system
 Easy configuration, and customizable
functionality

Deployment Options
 On-premise deployment
 Private cloud deployment

Enterprise-grade Security
 Built-in Security
 User authentication

Subscription Model
 Yearly subscription license
 No extra cost for maintenance

Established in 2011, Kaonsoft is a Palo Alto-based software company that provides complete end-to-end solutions to create
cross-platform enterprise mobile applications. We have been internationally recognized by Microsoft, have won the Best
Platform of the Year Award at the Microsoft TechEd North America in Breakthrough Cloud Service and Technology Category.
Mobility is a fast moving target, and we are the right partner and platform provider to keep pace at the speed of the mobile
world.
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